Functional mitochondrial analysis in acute brain sections from adult rats reveals mitochondrial dysfunction in a rat model of migraine
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Fried NT, Moffat C, Seifert EL, Oshinsky ML. Functional mitochondrial analysis in acute brain sections from adult rats reveals mitochondrial dysfunction in a rat model of migraine. Am J Physiol Cell Physiol 307: C1017–C1030, 2014. First published September 24, 2014; doi:10.1152/ajpcell.00332.2013.—Mitochondrial dysfunction has been implicated in many neurological disorders that only develop or are much more severe in adults, yet no methodology exists that allows for medium-throughput functional mitochondrial analysis of brain sections from adult animals. We developed a technique for quantifying mitochondrial respiration in acutely isolated adult rat brain sections with the Seahorse XF Analyzer. Evaluating a range of conditions made quantifying mitochondrial function from acutely derived adult brain sections from the cortex, cerebellum, and trigeminal nucleus caudalis possible. Optimization of this technique demonstrated that the ideal section size was 1 mm wide. We found that sectioning brains at physiological temperatures was necessary for consistent metabolic analysis of trigeminal nucleus caudalis sections. Oxygen consumption in these sections was highly coupled to ATP synthesis, had robust spare respiratory capacities, and had limited nonmitochondrial respiration, all indicative of healthy tissue. We demonstrate the effectiveness of this technique by identifying a decreased spare respiratory capacity in the trigeminal nucleus caudalis of a rat model of chronic migraine, a neurological disorder that has been associated with mitochondrial dysfunction. This technique allows for 24 acutely isolated sections from multiple brain regions of a single adult rat to be analyzed simultaneously with four sequential drug treatments, greatly advancing the ability to study mitochondrial physiology in adult neurological disorders.
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NO RELIABLE TECHNIQUE currently exists to allow for medium-throughput functional mitochondrial analysis of acutely derived brain sections from adult animals. A technique of this nature, however, is critical because numerous neurological disorders that have been associated with mitochondrial dysfunction, such as Alzheimer’s disease (60), Parkinson’s disease (15), amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (28), Huntington’s disease (23), Friedrich’s ataxia (23), and migraine (50), rely on adult animal models that traditionally do not yield healthy brain sections and are impossible to use in organotypic cultures (18, 30, 57). These manifestations of mitochondrial dysfunction likely involve disruptions in the complex metabolic interplay between multiple neuronal and glial subtypes, such as the astrocyte-neuron lactate shuttle (2, 26). Analyzing the bioenergetics of this metabolic unit within an intact section is, therefore, essential for understanding how mitochondrial dysfunction correlates to these neurological disorders. This is not possible with dissociated cells, cell compartments such as synaptosomes, or isolated mitochondria. To meet these challenges, we developed a technique that allows for the analysis of multiple metabolic parameters from acutely isolated brain sections of adult male rats (33, 38, 42, 58).

For many years, the Clark electrode and other O2 microelectrodes were the primary means to measure mitochondrial respiration. These methods are insufficient for simultaneous measurement of several samples and often require tissue amounts that are larger than discrete brain regions of experimental animals (11, 20, 59, 61). The Seahorse XF Analyzer overcomes these challenges by utilizing a plate-based, fluorescence technology to measure oxygen consumption with a very high signal-to-noise ratio while only requiring small amounts of cells or mitochondria per well (4, 27, 43, 46, 52). The technology has been validated in isolated mitochondria (43) and has been widely adopted for the study of mitochondrial function in numerous cell types and cellular compartments, including neurons and synaptosomes. Use of this instrument to study intact tissue is emerging but has proven to be challenging (45, 49). Although limited progress has been made with use of this technology in organotypic hippocampal sections from mice (45), until this study, it has not been successful in acutely derived sections in adult animals (45).

We present here a technique to facilitate the study of mitochondria in animal models of adult neurological disorders, allowing for stable metabolic recordings of acute sections simultaneously from multiple brain regions of an adult rat. Together with substrate-utilization studies, five key parameters of mitochondrial function are assessed within each section: basal respiration, ATP turnover, proton leak, maximal respiration, and nonmitochondrial respiration. Sectioning adult rat brains at physiological temperatures (37°C) as opposed to the more commonly used ice-cold artificial cerebral spinal fluid (aCSF) results in stable metabolic measurements for over 6 h of experimental analysis. This is in agreement with recent findings by Huang et al. (18) that sectioning adult brains at warmer temperatures results in enhanced section quality without negatively affecting intrinsic electrophysiological properties of neurons. Bourne et al. (6) also showed that sectioning at warmer temperatures maintains the structural quality of the section and prevents an increase in synapse density, which could obscure investigation of long-term potentiation.

Using a tissue punch to obtain a consistent amount of brain tissue after sectioning greatly reduces the variability of the metabolic rate measurements between sections. Evaluating a range of section sizes, we find that 1-mm-wide sections had basal oxygen consumption rates (OCRs) within an optimal range for the Seahorse XF Analyzer and allow for penetration...
of diffusing mitochondria-affecting compounds, resulting in robust responses similar to those reported in dissociated neural cultures (12) and isolated mitochondria from neurons (10). Utilizing metabolic and cellular parameters, we show the viability of these sections throughout the duration of the experiment. These sections are well coupled to ATP synthesis, as shown by a 50% reduction of basal OCRs upon injection of the ATP synthase inhibitor, oligomycin. The mitochondrial uncoupler, carbonyl cyanide 4-(trifluoromethoxy) phenyldrazone (FCCP), increases OCRs to 250% of basal respiration, reflecting a strong spare respiratory capacity. Addition of antimycin A, the electron transport chain (ETC) complex III inhibitor, decreases OCRs to 10% of basal respiration, demonstrating that nearly all of the oxygen consumed was attributable to mitochondrial respiration.

Over 40 years of clinical evidence has suggested a mitochondrial etiology for migraine, yet no experimental studies have ever been performed to test these hypotheses because of the previous lack of animal models of migraine and efficient technologies to perform functional mitochondrial analyses on adults. Histological studies have revealed ragged-red fibers and cytochrome-c-oxidase-negative fibers in skeletal muscle of patients with migraines with prolonged aura (7, 53). Biochemical studies and imaging studies have demonstrated decreased activity in the ETC complexes and metabolic abnormalities of patients with migraines (7, 44, 55). Increased plasma lactate levels and impaired brain oxidative energy metabolism have been observed in migraineurs during and between migraine attacks (36, 47). In 2007, we developed a model of chronic migraine that is produced by the infusion of an inflammatory soup (IS) onto the dura of awake rats three times per week for a month (38). The infusion process produces permanent trigeminal sensitivity that outlasts the final infusion, representing a month (38). The infusion process produces permanent trigeminal sensitivity that outlasts the final infusion, representing a trigeminal pressure thresholds remained at their presurgery baseline.

Infusion of IS. Rats were infused through the cannula within their home cages to allow for free movement during the infusion period. The IS contained 1 mM histamine, serotonin, bradykinin, and 0.1 mM prostaglandin E2 in 0.9% sterile saline (Sigma Aldrich, St. Louis, MO). IS (25 μl) was delivered at a steady flow rate via polyethylene tubing (PE50) that was connected to a microinfusion pump (WPI, Sarasota, FL) and the exposed cannula. Infusions were made on Monday, Wednesday, and Friday of each week for 1 mos for a total of 12 infusions.

Tactile sensory testing. Rats were trained and acclimated to a plastic tube restraint before and after cannula implantation and entered uncoached. Thisatraumatic retractor was necessary to prevent the rats from walking away during sensory testing. Periorbital pressure thresholds were determined each morning before the infusion by applying von Frey monofilaments (Stoelting, Wood Dale, IL) to both the left and right sides of the face over the medial portion of the face near the eye. These von Frey hairs are calibrated to reproducibly buckle at specific assigned force values (10, 8, 6, 4, 2, 1.4, 1, 0.6, 0.4, and 0.07 g). The higher the value, the stiffer and more difficult the monofilament is to bend. Both left and right sides of the face were measured, but the lesser of both is reported as the threshold of that day. The von Frey stimuli were presented in sequential descending order to determine the threshold of response. Vigorous stroking of the face with the ipsilateral forepaw, quick recolting of the head away from the stimulus, or vocalization was considered a positive response. The threshold was considered the lowest force value that produced a positive response for two of three trials. Results are presented as the threshold in g ± SE. Rats that did not respond to the 10-g stimulus were assigned 10 g as their threshold. Rats receiving the IS featured thresholds that were less than 2 g, whereas naive rats had thresholds of no less than 8–10 g. The group of rats that received the IS infusions and developed trigeminal hypersensitivity are known as transitioned rats.

Preparation of Acute Brain Sections

Acute sections were prepared from male Sprague Dawley rats (400–550 g). Animals were briefly anesthetized with 3% isoflurane and then decapitated. Brains were immediately dissected with intact spinal cord from obex to C7. Dura mater was removed from the cortex (CTX), brainstem, and spinal cord, and brains were placed into a 50-ml beaker with 37°C aCSF (120 mM NaCl, 3.5 mM KCl, 1.3 mM CaCl2, 1 mM MgCl2 hexahydrate, 0.4 mM KH2PO4, and 5 mM HEPES with 10 mM glucose added day of experiment, pH to 7.4 using 10 N NaOH). Brains were incubated at 37°C throughout the entire experimental period (sectioning, incubation, and when in the Seahorse XF Analyzer) except for those experiments where we tested
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Rat Model of Chronic Migraine

Implantation of the cannula. After 2 wk of habitation and training, rats were put under isoflurane anesthesia (3% induction, 1.5% maintenance) mixed with compressed air. A 3-mm-wide craniotomy was performed just above the junction of the superior sagittal and transverse sinuses to expose the dura. A plastic cap and stainless steel cannula were affixed to the skull with a combination of small screws and dental cement and then sealed with an obdurator that was custom cut to extend just beyond the internal end of the cannula above the dura (26 gauge; Plastics One, Roanoke, VA). The obdurator prevented the formation of scar tissue, allowing for unobstructed flow of the IS onto the dura. Rats were allowed 1 wk of recovery to ensure that trigeminal pressure thresholds remained at their presurgery baseline.

Preparation of Acute Brain Sections

Male Sprague Dawley rats (400–550 g, 16–20 wk old; Charles River Laboratories, Wilmington, MA; n = 43) were housed individually in a temperature-controlled (21–22°C) environment under a 12-h:12-h light/dark cycle and given food and water ad libitum.
the effect of sectioning on ice. For these experiments, the brains were quickly removed and placed in ice-cold aCSF for the isolation of specific brain regions and throughout the sectioning procedure.

The cerebellum (CB), brainstem, and CTX were then quickly dissected and incubated in a beaker containing aCSF. When one of the brain regions was ready to be sectioned, it was removed from the aCSF and placed into a 1.5 ml Eppendorf tube containing 4% low-melting-point agarose (V2111; Promega, Madison, WI) with 10 mM glucose incubating at 37°C. To solidify agarose, the tube was briefly placed under running tap water. The tissue-containing agar was then removed and super-glued to the fixed tissue holder of the vibratome for sectioning (752M Vibraslice; Campden Instruments, Loughborough, UK). Ice-cold or 37°C aCSF was used to fill the vibratome tissue bath.

Obtaining Sections of a Consistent Diameter

To obtain consistent sections for analysis, we used 3-mm, 2-mm, 1-mm, and 0.5-mm stainless steel biopsy punches (Miltex, York, PA). The tissue punch was carefully lowered into the bath and pressed gently overtop the area of interest on the section. With the use of a nylon bristled brush, the remaining tissue was removed, and the tissue punch was lifted away, leaving a circular section of tissue with diameter of 3 mm, 2 mm, 1 mm, or 0.5 mm.

Loading Sections onto the XF Islet Capture Microplate

The XF Islet Capture Microplate (101174-100; Seahorse Biosciences, Billerica, MA) was floated on a 37°C water bath while each section was loaded onto the plate. The mesh capture screens were lowered into the section-containing dish, and the sections were carefully placed onto the mesh side of the capture screen. The mesh insert was then lifted from the aCSF, and excess moisture was removed, securing the slice to the mesh insert. With the moisture removed, the tissue became sticky, which allowed the section to secure itself to the mesh insert. These sections remain secured to the screen throughout the entire experimental process. The mesh insert was then placed into a well of the incubating capture microplate with the section facing down. aCSF-media (700 μl, aCSF with 4 mg/ml BSA) (9048-46-8, Sigma Aldrich) was immediately put into the well, avoiding air bubbles. Every effort was made to quickly remove the brain, obtain brain regions, and carefully perform sectioning, punching, and loading of the sections onto the plate.

Because the biosensors are positioned in the center of the well, it is vital that air bubbles are not present and the tissue is properly centered. Air bubbles can be removed and tissue centered using a micropipette tip. The microplate was then incubated at 37°C for 1 h, per standard Seahorse Biosciences protocol, to allow for temperature and pH equilibration. For sections processed in ice-cold aCSF, the following sequences were not affected by the initial brain-removal procedure. Brain sections were incubated with 10 mM propidium iodide (PI) for 10 min to assess cell death similar to that of previously published protocols (9, 12, 32, 34, 51). After this incubation, sections were rinsed twice with media, and PI fluorescence was imaged using ×10 objectives of a Nikon Ni-U upright fluorescence microscope (Nikon, Tokyo, Japan). The filter sets for excitation/emission were 540 nm/620 nm. The time points for these experiments represent the amount of time following the 1-h incubation at 37°C after the sectioning procedure. Total fluorescence was quantified with ImageJ (v. 1.47; NIH, Bethesda, MD) for three regions of each section to obtain an average fluorescence value for each section. The same three regions were used across all sections analyzed. Data were represented in arbitrary fluorescence units or as a percent change from the average of the 0-h time point basal levels.

Statistical Analysis

Raw data were compiled with the XF24 Analyzer Software (v. 1.7.0.74) and analyzed with Microsoft Excel and SPSS (v. 22; IBM, Armonk, NY). OCRs and PI fluorescence intensity of acute rat brain sections were compared using one-way ANOVA with Tukey’s test for post hoc analysis. Each OCR is obtained from the slope of 10 readings of the PO2 over a 2-min measuring period. The baseline of data represented as percent baseline is the mean of the last three OCRs calculated before the first injection. The oligomycin response is the minimum value obtained for a particular section after oligomycin injection. The FCCP response is the maximum value obtained for a particular section after FCCP injection. The antimycin response is the mean of the first three OCRs after it has reached its minimum following antimycin injection. The antimycin response is interpreted as nonmitochondrial respiration and is subtracted from the oligomycin
and basal OCR to determine the percentage of mitochondrial-only oxygen consumption coupled to ATP synthesis. The effect of temperature on OCR stability was compared in sections from three rats sectioned at 37°C and two rats sectioned on ice. The effect of temperature on basal OCRs was compared in sections from 24 rats prepared at 37°C and four rats prepared on ice. The effect of temperature on the amount of respiration coupled to ATP production was compared in sections from five rats prepared at 37°C and seven rats for 1-mm sections. For analysis of basal OCRs, 3-mm sections were obtained from two rats, 2-mm sections were obtained from seven rats, 1-mm sections were obtained from 24 rats, and 0.5-mm sections were obtained from two rats. Analysis of mitochondrial parameters was performed on sections from two rats for 3-mm sections, five rats for 2-mm sections, and seven rats for 1-mm sections. For analysis of OCR response to various drug concentrations, sections were obtained from eight rats. For PI analysis, sections were obtained from two rats sectioned at 37°C and two rats sectioned on ice. For mitochondrial analysis comparisons between transitioned and naive rats, sections were obtained from six transitioned rats and seven naive rats. Data are expressed as means, and *P* < 0.05 was considered significant. Because OCR and PI fluorescence measurements were an average of a number of mean measurements, we reported the error bars as SE.

RESULTS

We calculated OCRs from 267 acute brain sections from 43 adult rats (16–20 wk old), in response to pharmacological manipulation to quantify basal respiration, the amount of respiration linked to ATP production, proton leak, maximum respiratory rate, spare respiratory capacity, and nonmitochondrial respiration in three distinct brain regions: the CTX (Fig. 1A), CB (Fig. 1B), and TNC (Fig. 1C).

Sections (250 μm thick) of various diameters (0.5 mm, 1 mm, 2 mm, and 3 mm) were mounted on nylon mesh inserts and placed at the bottom of each well of a 24-well XF Islet Capture Microplate containing aCSF-media (Fig. 2). An array of 24 retractable probes, each containing two biosensors (one of which monitors the PO2 to derive OCRs and the other to measure H+ concentration), was lowered into each well simultaneously, creating a minimally oxygen-impermeable 3-mm-diameter, 1-mm-deep, 17-μl microchamber (Fig. 2A). The probe array remained in the lowered position for only a short duration (e.g., 2 min) to measure O2 depletion that reflects cellular reduction of oxygen within the microchamber. aCSF O2 levels were 20 ± 1% (155 ± 9 mmHg) before the probe lowering, creating the microchamber, and never fell below 18 ± 1% (138 ± 9 mmHg) with the lowest O2 level of any well at 118 mmHg only after respiration rates were maximally increased with the addition of FCCP. The 3-mm sections spanned the entire diameter of the microchamber formed by the mesh insert. The 2-mm sections had 0.5 mm of space around the section, spanning the entire biosensor area. The 1-mm sections were positioned directly between the two biosensors and had 1 mm of space around the section (Fig. 2B). The 0.5-mm sections had 1.25 mm of space around the tissue.

The cartridge that houses the probes has four injection ports for each well. Pyruvate was injected first as a supplemental substrate in addition to glucose already within the aCSF for mitochondrial respiration. As seen with previous groups, pyruvate was needed to prevent any substrate-limiting constraints of substrate supply upon injection of other mitochondria-targeting compounds (45). Without it, the FCCP response was not as robust, slower to peak, and would feature a decrease in the plateaued response following FCCP injection that was indicative of limited substrate supply, obscuring accurate quantification of the spare respiratory capacity (data not shown). The ongoing reduction of oxygen in a 1-mm-wide TNC section, mainly by mitochondrial respiration, is shown as a continual drop of the PO2 during each measurement.
phase (Fig. 3A). An acceleration of cellular O₂ reduction is seen as a greater drop in PO₂ over time (Fig. 3A; compare traces outside and inside the dashed box). This can be expressed as a function of time, either to provide a snapshot of a series of responses to challenges, or to evaluate kinetics (Fig. 3B). Fundamental bioenergetics experiments require that the following parameters be evaluated (Fig. 3B): 1) total basal mitochondrial OCR; 2) nonmitochondrial OCR (achieved by inhib-

**Fig. 2. Plate configuration.** A: side-view schematic of 2 wells of the 24-well XF Islet Microplate. The probe head containing an oxygen and pH biosensor is shown in the up and down positions. When in the down position, a transient microchamber (1 mm deep × 3 mm diameter) is formed to allow for measurement of oxygen consumption rates (OCRs) of a brain section. B: top-view schematic of the 3 section sizes (1 mm, 2 mm, and 3 mm) in relation to the microchamber and the biosensors on the probe head.

**Fig. 3. OCRs from O₂ readings of a single acute brain section.** A: O₂ readings from a single respiring 1-mm-wide, 250-μm-thick TNC section. 10 sequential O₂ measurements are made after the probe head has lowered, forming the minimally oxygen-impermeable microchamber. O₂ levels rise back to atmospheric levels after the probe head is lifted. This is then followed by another set of 10 O₂ readings after the probe head lowers again. Injection of 1 mM pyruvate (P), 20 μg/ml oligomycin (O), 10 μM carbonyl cyanide 4-(trifluoromethoxy) phenylhydrazone (FCCP) (F), and 20 μM antimycin (A) are marked by arrows, modifying mitochondrial respiration, and leading to changes in the amount of oxygen consumed by the section. B: OCRs calculated from the individual O₂ readings from A. Drug responses can be used to interpret basal mitochondrial respiration, ATP production, proton leak, max respiration, spare capacity, and nonmitochondrial respiration. C: this is an expanded version of the portion from A that is marked by the dashed lines. It shows the translation of the 10 O₂ measurements (left y-axis) to the OCRs (right y-axis) for 3 OCR measurements before FCCP injection, 7 after FCCP injection, and 5 after antimycin injection.
iting the ETC at complex III with antimycin A; 3) maximal mitochondrial capacity using the chemical uncoupler FCCP; 4) maximal nonphosphorylating (leak-dependent) OCR using oligomycin to inhibit ATP synthase, which also provides a measure of the amount of respiration coupled to ATP production. These parameters were obtained by sequential injection of pyruvate, oligomycin, FCCP, and antimycin A. \( \text{O}_2 \) is consumed faster by the section following FCCP injection, translating to an increase in the OCR, and slower following antimycin A injection, translating to a decrease in the OCR (Fig. 3C). Injection of 20 \( \mu \text{g/ml} \) oligomycin reduced the OCR to 102 pmol \( \text{O}_2/\text{min} \) (51% of baseline). Injection of 10 \( \mu \text{M} \) FCCP increased respiration to 504 pmol \( \text{O}_2/\text{min} \) (254% of baseline), illustrating a high respiratory capacity. Antimycin (20 \( \mu \text{M} \)) attenuated respiration to 35 pmol \( \text{O}_2/\text{min} \) (16% of baseline), showing that the majority of respiration is mitochondrial in nature. Subtracting the antimycin response from both the basal OCR and oligomycin response to obtain a measure of only mitochondrial respiration showed that 61% of the mitochondrial respiration of this section was coupled to ATP synthesis, illustrating that this section featured good mitochondrial integrity. Data from the second biosensor can be used to monitor pH changes that are useful for interpretation of glycolytic rates throughout the experimental process. The pH of the aCSF-containing sections from the CTX, CB, and TNC did not fluctuate, remaining at 7.4 \( \pm \) 0.2 pH. Glycolytic analysis can be performed by injection of an alternative sequence of drugs (i.e., glucose, oligomycin, and 2-deoxy-d-glucose), but, because this treatment sequence is different than that used for mitochondrial analysis, we did not perform analysis on the data from this sensor.

**Optimizing the Seahorse XF Analyzer for Use With Tissue Sections**

The amount of time for the substrates, inhibitors, and the uncoupler compounds to reach their maximum effect on OCRs was similar to that of pancreatic islets in the Seahorse XF Analyzer but was longer than that reported for dissociated neurons and isolated mitochondria (10, 56). Allowing for relatively long measurement periods between injections revealed that the initial \( \text{P}_2 \) during a measurement phase dramatically declined after approximately five consecutive OCR measurements (Fig. 4A; probe head not corrected). This led to a sharp decrease in P2 and consequently OCRs (Fig. 4B; probe head not corrected). The initial \( \text{P}_2 \) and corresponding OCRs returned to baseline only after a subsequent injection was made (in this case, media only). This decline was prevented by increasing the distance the probe array was lowered (Fig. 4, A and B; probe head corrected). This problem is only seen after five OCR measurements, but, because our experiments required greater than five OCR measurements after each drug injection, we increased the number of steps the probe head lowered from 26,600 to 27,800 (Fig. 4, A and B; probe head corrected).

**Sectioning Temperature is Important for Metabolic Stability**

We found that 1-mm-wide adult brain sections prepared at 37°C had greater drug responses and were more stable than if they were sectioned in ice-cold aCSF, which is the traditional method. Brains were removed from adult rats and immediately placed in either 37°C or ice-cold aCSF. The sectioning procedure was then performed in aCSF of the respective temperature. Once sections were mounted onto the XF Islet Plate, both sets of sections were incubated at 37°C for 1 h, after which, \( \text{O}_2 \) levels were recorded at 37°C within the Seahorse XF Analyzer.

OCRs from TNC sections obtained on ice dramatically decreased after only 180 min of analysis (Fig. 4C). Basal OCRs of TNC sections were significantly reduced if prepared on ice (38 \( \pm \) 9 pmol/min) compared with sections prepared at 37°C (183 \( \pm \) 10 pmol/min) \((P < 0.05, \text{ANOVA})\). CTX sections showed no significant difference in basal OCR when prepared on ice (181 \( \pm \) 12 pmol/min) compared with sections prepared at 37°C (169 \( \pm \) 12 pmol/min) (Fig. 4D). TNC sections obtained on ice also had significantly less mitochondrial respiration coupled to ATP synthesis, 27 \( \pm \) 7% of basal OCRs, than did TNC sections obtained at 37°C, 64 \( \pm \) 6% of basal OCRs \((P < 0.05, \text{ANOVA})\). CTX sections obtained on ice had similar levels of mitochondrial respiration coupled to ATP synthesis, 59 \( \pm \) 3% of basal OCRs, to sections obtained at 37°C, 55 \( \pm \) 5% of basal OCRs (Fig. 4E). Sections obtained at 37°C featured a large sparse respiratory capacity (Fig. 5E); thus the higher basal rates likely do not reflect elevated ATP demand caused by increased stress. These data showed that different brain regions may be more sensitive to sectioning temperature than others but that sectioning at 37°C allows for greater metabolic stability in adult brain sections than does sectioning on ice.

**Optimizing Section Diameter**

We normalized the amount of tissue per well by measuring OCRs in sections from similar areas of the brain with the same thickness, diameter, and weight. Seahorse Bioscience reports that the upper detectable limit of OCRs is 1,500 pmol/min with optimal basal OCRs between 100–300 pmol/min. In our experience, basal OCRs <50 pmol/min resulted in erratic \( \text{O}_2 \) readings, which led to unreliable OCRs. We, therefore, optimized section diameter to have basal OCRs between 100–300 pmol/min without the potential for extending beyond the reliable limit of 1,500 pmol/min when treated with the uncoupler, FCCP. In TNC sections, basal OCRs were linearly correlated to section surface area (Fig. 5A). Moreover, 1-mm TNC sections had the least variability in basal OCR and the highest probability of the basal OCR falling within the optimal range (183 \( \pm \) 10 pmol \( \text{O}_2/\text{min} \)) (Fig. 5B). The 3-mm TNC sections had basal OCRs of 1,228 \( \pm \) 113 pmol/min, which risk extending beyond the upper detectable limit after FCCP was applied. The 2-mm TNC sections had basal OCRs of 677 \( \pm \) 10 pmol/min. The 0.5-mm TNC sections had basal OCRs of 27 \( \pm \) 21 pmol/min, which were below the lower detectable limit (Fig. 5A). Using the optimized section diameter of 1 mm, we subsequently found that basal OCRs for TNC sections were similar to that of 1-mm CTX sections (169 \( \pm \) 12 pmol/min), and both were significantly higher than 1-mm CB sections (103 \( \pm \) 18 pmol/min) \((P < 0.05, \text{ANOVA})\) (Fig. 5C).

The 1-mm TNC sections had the most robust drug responses compared with 2-mm and 3-mm sections \((P < 0.05, \text{ANOVA})\). Injection of 20 \( \mu \text{g/ml} \) oligomycin reduced OCRs to 57 \( \pm \) 4% of baseline in 1-mm sections (Fig. 5, E and G). Increasing the number of OCR measurements after oligomycin injection from 10 (80 min postinjection) to 15 (120 min postinjection) confirmed that the full drug effect was observed as seen by the
plateau of the trace (Fig. 5E). Injection of 10 μM FCCP increased OCRs to 248 ± 27% of baseline in 1-mm sections (Fig. 5, E and G). Injection of 20 μM antimycin reduced OCRs to 6 ± 2% of baseline in 1-mm sections (Fig. 5, E and G). Using the absolute OCR values for each 1-mm TNC section to subtract the antimycin response from the basal OCR and oligomycin response revealed that 64 ± 6% of mitochondrial respiration was coupled to ATP synthesis.

Responses in 3-mm or 2-mm sections were not as robust; injection of 20 μg/ml oligomycin reduced OCRs to 84 ± 1% of baseline in 3-mm sections and 78 ± 2% of baseline in 2-mm sections (Fig. 5, D and G). Injection of 10 μM FCCP increased OCRs to 103 ± 3% of baseline in 3-mm sections and 111 ± 1% of baseline in 2-mm sections (Fig. 5, D and G). Injection of 20 μM antimycin reduced OCRs to 25 ± 6% of baseline in 3-mm sections and 16 ± 3% of baseline in 2-mm-wide sections (Fig. 5, D and G). Injection of 1 mM pyruvate significantly, but minimally, increased OCRs in 1-mm and 2-mm TNC sections to 108 ± 3% and 102 ± 1% of baseline, respectively, but did not significantly increase OCRs in 3-mm TNC sections (100 ± 1% baseline) (Fig. 5, D and G). These responses to pyruvate, however, were not significantly different than that of a media-
only injection control (0 mM pyruvate) in 1-mm TNC sections (103 ± 4% baseline) and, thus, are likely an injection artifact (Fig. 6A).

Because 0.5-mm sections had basal OCRs that were below the lower detectable limit of 50 pmol/min, we were not able to measure their oligomycin or antimycin responses. The FCCP response, however, increased OCRs to 223 ± 42 pmol/min (Fig. 5F). Although the increase seemed robust, the basal OCRs are below the detectable range for the equipment, falsely amplifying the measurement of spare capacity in terms of percent change from baseline.

Although 2-mm sections were not beyond the upper detectable limit for the Seahorse XF Analyzer, their responses to treatments were limited, so we tested to see whether this limited response was attributable to a lower concentration of treatment compounds to total tissue ratio by increasing the FCCP concentration proportionally to the surface area of 2-mm sections (40 μM FCCP). This did not, however, increase the FCCP response in 2-mm sections (123 ± 5% basal OCRs) nor did it significantly increase the response over that of 2-mm sections receiving 10 μM FCCP (111 ± 1% basal OCRs) (Fig. 5H).
level of PI uptake, a nuclear stain not permeable to living cells, via fluorescence imaging (Fig. 7). We quantified time points representing critical moments within our experimental timeline (e.g., 0 h representing the time point during baseline OCR measurements, 1 h representing the time point during oligomycin injection, and 3 h representing the time point just before FCCP injection). To identify any differences in cell viability caused by sectioning temperature, we used both 1-mm TNC and CTX sections. To identify any differences in cell viability attributable to section diameter, we used CTX sections because they represent a more homogenous cellular environment than TNC sections.

To compare changes in cellular death over time for each section type, we quantified the percent change from baseline in CTX and TNC sections obtained at 37°C and on ice. No significant changes were seen in the level of PI staining over time for 1-mm, 2-mm, and 3-mm CTX sections obtained at 37°C or 1-mm CTX sections obtained on ice (Fig. 7D). Significant changes were seen, however, in 1-mm TNC sections cut on ice with PI fluorescence increasing to 209 ± 10% baseline fluorescence after 1 h and increasing further to 419 ± 20% baseline fluorescence after 3 h of incubation (P < 0.01, ANOVA) (Fig. 7F). No significant changes were seen in 1-mm TNC sections cut at 37°C (Fig. 7F).

To compare section viability between section sizes obtained at 37°C or on ice for each time point, we quantified absolute PI fluorescence intensity in arbitrary units. There were no significant differences between PI fluorescence at each time point between 1-mm, 2-mm, and 3-mm CTX sections obtained at 37°C or 1-mm CTX sections obtained on ice (Fig. 7E). When comparing 1-mm TNC sections obtained on ice and 37°C at each time point, we found that 1-mm TNC sections obtained on ice initially had less PI fluorescence than those obtained at 37°C, but, by the 3-h time point, PI fluorescence was significantly greater in sections obtained on ice (P < 0.01, ANOVA). The 1-mm TNC sections obtained on ice had significantly lower levels of PI fluorescence (17 ± 3 U) than did 1-mm sections obtained at 37°C (45 ± 6 U) during the 0-h time point (P < 0.01, ANOVA) (Fig. 7G). During the 1-h time point, 1-mm TNC sections obtained on ice (35 ± 2 U) were not significantly different than 1-mm TNC sections obtained at 37°C (41 ± 6 U) (Fig. 7G). During the 3-h time point, 1-mm TNC sections obtained on ice (70 ± 3 U) were significantly greater than 1-mm TNC sections obtained at 37°C (28 ± 7 U) (P < 0.01, ANOVA) (Fig. 7G).

Deficits in Spare Respiratory Capacity in the TNC of a Rat Model of Chronic Migraine

Using the above parameters, we demonstrated a decreased spare respiratory capacity within TNC sections from a rat model of chronic migraine. Transitioned rats that had received a total of 12 IS infusions had significantly lower periorbital thresholds (1.2 ± 0.4 g) than naive rats (9.3 ± 0.4 g) (P < 0.01, ANOVA) (Fig. 8A). Spare respiratory capacity, measured as percent baseline after injection of 10 μM FCCP, was significantly decreased in 1-mm TNC sections from transitioned rats (130 ± 13% basal OCRs) compared with 1-mm TNC sections from naive rats (248 ± 27% basal OCRs) (P < 0.01, ANOVA) (Fig. 8, C and E). There was no other significant difference between the transitioned and naive groups in

When comparing a 1-mm section respiring on the higher end of the distribution (457 pmol/min) to two 2-mm sections respiring at similar levels (389 and 520 pmol/min), we found that the 1-mm section still had greater responses to all three drugs compared with the two 2-mm sections respiring slightly above or below the 1-mm section (Fig. 5I).

Limited Variability in Response to Multiple Concentrations of Drugs/Inhibitors in 1-mm TNC and CTX Sections

We tested the OCR response of 1-mm TNC and CTX sections to multiple concentrations of pyruvate, oligomycin, FCCP, and antimycin. In TNC sections, we observed a maximum response with the least variability to the following concentrations: 10 mM pyruvate (111 ± 3% basal OCRs), 20 μg/ml oligomycin (45 ± 6% basal OCRs), 10 μM FCCP (258 ± 49% basal OCRs), and 10 μM antimycin (10 ± 7% basal OCRs) (Fig. 6A). In CTX sections, we observed a maximum response with the least amount of variability to the following concentrations: 1 mM pyruvate (103 ± 2% basal OCRs), 20 μg/ml oligomycin (48 ± 2% basal OCRs), 10 μM FCCP (192 ± 19% basal OCRs), and 10 μM antimycin (4 ± 5% basal OCRs) (Fig. 6B). No statistical significance was seen, however, among the drug concentrations in 1-mm CTX and TNC sections (Fig. 6).

Cell Viability Analysis Using PI Staining

To confirm cellular viability in acute brain sections from adult rats over time for each section size, we quantified the

Fig. 6. 1-mm TNC and CTX section responses to various drug concentrations. A: pyruvate, oligomycin, FCCP, and antimycin drug response in TNC sections: 0 mM (n = 3 sections), 1 mM (n = 3 sections), and 10 mM (n = 3 sections) pyruvate; 10 μg/ml (n = 5 sections) oligomycin; 20 μg/ml (n = 5 sections) and 40 μg/ml (n = 5 sections) FCCP; 5 μM (n = 5 sections) and 20 μM (n = 5 sections) antimycin. B: pyruvate, oligomycin, FCCP, and antimycin response in CTX sections: 0 mM (n = 3 sections) and 1 mM (n = 3 sections) pyruvate; 10 μg/ml (n = 6 sections), 20 μg/ml (n = 4 sections), 40 μg/ml (n = 5 sections) oligomycin; 5 μM (n = 5 sections), 10 μM (n = 4 sections), and 20 μM (n = 5 sections) FCCP; 5 μM (n = 6 sections), 10 μM (n = 4 sections), and 20 μM (n = 3 sections) antimycin.
any of the other mitochondrial parameters (as measured by injection of 1 mM pyruvate, 20 μg/ml oligomycin, and 10 μM antimycin). This difference was only apparent when using 1-mm sections, illustrating the importance of using the optimal section width of 1 mm over 2 mm. In 2-mm TNC sections, the FCCP response in transitioned rats (111 ± 5% basal OCRs) was not significantly different than naive rats (111 ± 1% basal OCRs). No significant difference was seen between 1-mm TNC sections from naive (223 ± 62 pmol O2/min) or transitioned rats (285 ± 57 pmol O2/min) or 2-mm TNC sections from naive (643 ± 102 pmol O2/min) or transitioned rats (532 ± 124 pmol O2/min) (Fig. 8B).

**DISCUSSION**

The lack of techniques to efficiently analyze the bioenergetics of brain tissue with intact cytoarchitecture from adult animals has been a barrier to the study of mitochondrial dysfunction in local or systems-level adult neurological disorders. The method described here allows for a detailed simul-
Simultaneous analysis of multiple metabolic parameters of 24 acutely isolated brain sections from several brain regions of the same adult rat. We show that acutely isolated 1-mm brain sections have well-coupled mitochondrial respiration, robust spare respiratory capacities, and stable mitochondrial respiration rates, all indicative of healthy, viable brain sections. Our discovery that a decreased spare respiratory capacity exists within the TNC of a rat model of chronic migraine is the first example of the power of this technique.

Forty years of clinical evidence has suggested that migraine might be attributable to mitochondrial dysfunction (7, 31, 44, 47, 48, 53, 55). Montagna et al. and Sangiorgi et al. (31, 44) both found reduced activity levels of key mitochondrial enzymes in migraineurs. Phosphorus magnetic resonance spectroscopy, a method to quantify ATP production in a patient’s brain energy, revealed that there was a low availability of free cellular energy in patients with migraine with aura (55). These clinical observations suggest that decreased mitochondrial output exists in migraineurs, which may be explained by the observed decrease in spare respiratory capacity identified in our rat model of chronic migraine. Neuronal tissue is incredibly energy demanding, and oxygen consumption levels of a firing neuron are thought to represent as much as 80% of the maximum respiration of a particular cell; thus, minimal changes to the spare capacity of the mitochondria of a cell could have vastly profound effects on neuronal function (13, 35). No changes are seen in basal OCRs, indicating that TNC sections from either naive or transitioned rats likely have similar levels of healthy, respiring neurons and glia; thus, the observed decrease in spare respiratory capacity is likely not due to differences in cell viability of the TNC between naive and transitioned rats. Both groups also feature mitochondrial

Fig. 8. Decreased spare respiratory capacity in 1-mm TNC sections from a rat model of chronic migraine. A: periorbital Von Frey (VFH) thresholds of naive and transitioned rats, rats that have received 12 inflammatory soup infusions onto their dura ($n = 6$ rats for naive and 6 rats for transitioned groups). B: basal OCRs of 1-mm TNC sections from naive rats ($n = 12$ sections), 2-mm TNC sections from naive rats ($n = 13$ sections), 1-mm TNC sections from transitioned rats ($n = 11$ sections), and 2-mm TNC sections from transitioned rats ($n = 9$ sections). C: baseline-normalized OCRs from 1-mm TNC sections from naive rats ($n = 12$ sections) and 1-mm TNC sections from transitioned rats ($n = 11$ sections). D: baseline-normalized OCRs from 2-mm TNC sections from naive rats ($n = 13$ sections) and 2-mm TNC sections from transitioned rats ($n = 9$ sections). E: quantification of drug effects (% baseline) from C and D. (*$P < 0.01$). Injections of 1 mM pyruvate, 20 $\mu$g/ml oligomycin, 10 $\mu$M FCCP, and 20 $\mu$M antimycin are marked by arrows (*$P < 0.05$).
oxygen consumption that is well coupled to ATP synthesis, as seen by a strong response to oligomycin, indicating good mitochondrial integrity that would be representative of healthy sections. Furthermore, sections from both groups have similar low levels of nonmitochondrial oxygen consumption, indicating high mitochondria:nonmitochondria ratios, which further illustrates that both groups of sections had healthy cells with functioning mitochondria. Future studies will characterize the factors and cell-type-specific contributions to this decrease in spare respiratory capacity with the hope of developing treatment options that directly target mitochondrial function for patients with chronic migraine.

TNC sections had higher basal OCRs, sustained basal metabolic levels for 6 h, and had a greater amount of mitochondrial respiration coupled to ATP synthesis, indicating good mitochondrial integrity, if the entire experimental process was kept at 37°C. TNC sections prepared on ice, as is the standard sectioning methodology in the field, resulted in sections that did not have stable metabolic levels, featured low basal OCRs, and had mitochondrial oxygen consumption that was minimally coupled to ATP production (Fig. 4) (37). These multiple metabolic parameters indicate that TNC sections obtained on ice had poor mitochondrial integrity. We do note, however, that CTX sections were not affected by sectioning at cold temperatures, suggesting that different brain regions may have differential sensitivities to temperature. Similarly, Huang et al. (18) found that prepared rat cerebellar brain sections at physiological temperatures for electrophysiological recordings were just as stable as sections prepared on ice. The belief is that sectioning tissue at lower temperatures slows cellular metabolism to support cell survival (19). We believe this process may negatively affect adult tissue, which is more sensitive to low temperatures, than tissue from young animals (1). We used PI staining to quantify the impact of sectioning temperature on section viability as previously performed by numerous groups on organotypic slice cultures (9, 12, 32, 34, 51). Overall, PI fluorescence of a section is linearly correlated with the number of dead cells within a particular section (34); thus, fluorescence intensity is an effective measure of section viability. Corroborating our metabolic analyses, we found no difference in PI fluorescence intensity over time in 1-mm CTX and TNC sections obtained 37°C, nor did we find changes in 1-mm CTX sections prepared on ice. We did find, however, a significant increase in PI fluorescence over time in 1-mm TNC sections obtained on ice, suggesting increased cell death. Although 1-mm TNC sections cut on ice had significantly less PI fluorescence than did 1-mm TNC sections cut at 37°C during the 0-h time point, fluorescence intensity increased over fourfold at the 3-h time point in sections cut on ice, whereas sections cut at 37°C did not. This suggests that, although colder temperatures may be beneficial to prevent cellular death initially, it may be detrimental to long-term cellular viability and mitochondrial function over time, likely being the reason why we found limited metabolic stability in these sections. These findings corroborate, with another physiological and cellular measure, the studies by other groups that provide structural and electrophysiological evidence that sectioning adult brains at warmer temperatures results in enhanced section viability (6, 18, 21, 22).

Importantly, we noted that 1-mm sections had basal OCRs within the optimal range of the Seahorse and featured the most robust treatment effects compared with 2-mm and 3-mm sections. We believe that this is most likely attributable to the geometry of the section within the well in relation to the probe head and injection ports because increasing the concentration of FCCP proportionally with the surface area of the section did not increase the FCCP response. Sections of different widths may experience variable absorption and diffusion rates of reagents across their surface, which could differentially impact the responses. Analysis of PI staining within these sections shows that section size does not modulate section viability at three critical time points throughout the Seahorse experimental timeline (0, 1, and 3 h postsectioning/incubation) and is likely not responsible for the differences in drug efficacy. We propose that the 1-mm sections are simply the optimal size for the Seahorse device. These observations demonstrate the importance of standardizing the size of any tissue used with these plates. Testing multiple concentrations of oligomycin, FCCP, and antimycin resulted in little variation in the OCRs of TNC and CTX sections, but we found that 20 μg/ml oligomycin, 10 μM FCCP, and 20 μM antimycin resulted in the least amount of variability between sections, validating the use of these concentrations in future experiments.

Schuh et al. (45) measured OCRs of organotypic hippocampal sections from mice but did not reliably adapt these Islet Capture Microplates for use with organotypic or acute hippocampal sections from young or old rats. Their difficulty could be explained by our observation that success depends on the width of the section. The mouse hippocampus is ~1.5 mm wide, close to our most successful section width, whereas the rat hippocampus is ~2.5 mm wide, larger than the 2-mm sections that did not have robust substrate, inhibitor, uncoupler, and ionophore responses (Figs. 1 and 5). Further supporting this is our observation that the difference in spare respiratory capacity between naive and transitioned rats could only be quantifiable when using 1-mm TNC sections, as opposed to 2-mm TNC sections. Reinforcing the novelty of our method, our data provide vital information about the capabilities of the Seahorse XF Islet Microplates for use with neuronal tissue to produce meaningful and reliable data. Future analyses may provide an even more detailed investigation of the exact size constraints of the Islet Microplates for optimal performance or even the development of new plates with microchambers specifically designed for varying tissue sizes.

The 2-min reading period in which a semi-oxygen-impermeable microchamber is created does not produce transient hypoxia in these sections because, although O2 diffusion into the section core may be limited, our aCSF O2 levels approximate levels used with organotypic section cultures (20–21% O2), which results in both section surface and core O2 levels similar to and above physiological levels. Previous research has shown that the O2 tension at the surface of a 210-μm-thick section is 19% O2 with the section core being 7%, which is higher than values measured in vivo in the rat CTX (2.5% O2) (14, 25, 40). We found that aCSF O2 levels, which can be used to approximate O2 levels of the section surface, were 20 ± 1% (155 ± 9 mmHg) before the creation of the microchamber. Even after we uncoupled these sections with FCCP and increased respiration, aCSF O2 never fell below 18 ± 1% (138 ± 9 mmHg), with the lowest level of any section being 118 mmHg. Although it is not possible to measure O2 levels at the...
section core with the Seahorse XF Analyzer, these high O₂ levels should support O₂ diffusion within the section core at physiological levels throughout the entire experimental procedure. This further supports the use of 1-mm sections because basal OCRs of 2- and 3-mm sections are much higher and may result in an increased chance of transient hypoxia within the section core.

Although it has become common to use isolated cell types in culture, such as neurons, astrocytes, and microglia, or isolated cellular compartments, such as synaptosomes, these preparations fail to account for the complex interplay that exists between these cell types in situ. Mitochondrial analysis of isolated cells from the brain does not consider critical neuron-glial metabolic coupling, such as the neuron-astrocyte lactate shuttle and the two-compartment model of cerebral acetate consumption, two examples of metabolic brain physiology that would not be present in isolated cell types (29, 40). Furthermore, the complex interplay between these cell types functionally affects one another in that mitochondrial dysfunction in astrocytes can have profound effects on neuronal stability (8, 54). It is possible, however, that the OCRs for each section may be mainly attributable to glial respiration because it is thought that a large glia-to-neuron ratio exists within the brain (16, 39). Our technique, therefore, may provide a powerful estimate of glial metabolic function while still considering its coupling to neurons, which could be a more appropriate analysis of the mitochondrial component of neurological disorders that are not solely the result of neuronal dysfunction.

This method significantly advances the capabilities for studying the bioenergetics of neuronal systems in a number of ways. The possibility to obtain data from 24 sections from the same animal greatly increases experimental sensitivity by reducing noise through the use of multiple sections of the same region of the brain in one animal. This was not previously possible with other methods that required the pooling of separate animals to obtain sufficient amounts of tissue for analysis. Our method also provides the possibility of studying multiple brain regions of the same animal in a single experiment or multiple animals on a single plate. Discrete brain nuclei can easily be isolated, allowing metabolic questions to be answered about specific regions involved in a neurological disorder. Furthermore, utilizing acute sections, as opposed to organotypic sections, provides a representation of the cellular environment without the complicating factor of long-term culture, such as neurons, astrocytes, and microglia, or isolated cellular compartments, such as synaptosomes, these preparations fail to account for the complex interplay that exists between these cell types in situ. Mitochondrial analysis of isolated cells from the brain does not consider critical neuron-glial metabolic coupling, such as the neuron-astrocyte lactate shuttle and the two-compartment model of cerebral acetate consumption, two examples of metabolic brain physiology that would not be present in isolated cell types (29, 40). Furthermore, the complex interplay between these cell types functionally affects one another in that mitochondrial dysfunction in astrocytes can have profound effects on neuronal stability (8, 54). It is possible, however, that the OCRs for each section may be mainly attributable to glial respiration because it is thought that a large glia-to-neuron ratio exists within the brain (16, 39). Our technique, therefore, may provide a powerful estimate of glial metabolic function while still considering its coupling to neurons, which could be a more appropriate analysis of the mitochondrial component of neurological disorders that are not solely the result of neuronal dysfunction.

This method significantly advances the capabilities for studying the bioenergetics of neuronal systems in a number of ways. The possibility to obtain data from 24 sections from the same animal greatly increases experimental sensitivity by reducing noise through the use of multiple sections of the same region of the brain in one animal. This was not previously possible with other methods that required the pooling of separate animals to obtain sufficient amounts of tissue for analysis. Our method also provides the possibility of studying multiple brain regions of the same animal in a single experiment or multiple animals on a single plate. Discrete brain nuclei can easily be isolated, allowing metabolic questions to be answered about specific regions involved in a neurological disorder. Furthermore, utilizing acute sections, as opposed to organotypic sections, provides a representation of the cellular environment without the complicating factor of long-term adaptation to a new cellular environment, which may occur when cultured for days to weeks.

This method will be ideal for analysis of discrete brain regions, such as the numerous nuclei within the brainstem that serve multiple and differential processes in a vast number of sensory input and motor output systems. Drugs, small molecules, or natural compounds that target mitochondria can also be easily screened for their effect on specific brain regions. Furthermore, our method provides a foundation for adaptation of this technique with other tissues, such as the liver, heart, or lung. We believe this method will greatly increase the options for the neuroscience community to study the impacts of mitochondrial dysfunction in neurological disorders expressed in adult animal models.
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